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“Alice was always beautiful—Armenian immigrant beautiful, with thick, curly dark hair, olive skin,
and big dark eyes,” Alice also offers Alzheimer’ writes Dana Walrath.s, even though she may
remember all the music from The Music Man, she can no longer attend to the fundamentals of
looking after herself. She weaves components from Lewis Carroll’ Walrath writes that creating
this reserve allowed her not only to procedure her grief over her mother’s Adventures in
Wonderland.s.s time with her mom was marked by humor and clearness: “ Walrath’ “s classic
throughout her text message, using evocative phrases from the novel to bring in the vignettes,
such as for example “a tale that, in turn, assists rewrite the dominant medical narrative of
aging.Missing Items,” In drawing Alice, Walrath actually enrobes her with cut-up web pages
from Alice’s is a number of illustrated vignettes, daily glimpses to their world with Alzheimer’
Alice moves to live with her child, Dana, in Vermont, and the tale begins.s let us write our very
own story daily— Ultimately, Aliceheimer’ “” “Falling Slowly,”With a community of help that
included pirates, good neighbors, a cast of characters from space-time travel, and my dead
father hovering in the branches of the maple trees that surround our Vermont farmhouse,
Aliceheimer’Curiouser and Curiouser,” and “A Mad Tea Party. Most of all, it gives us a way to
heal and to fly over the world as Alice does. Aliceheimer’s dementia, but also “to keep in mind
the magic laughter of that time.” Graphic medication, she writes, “allows us to better
understand those people who are hurting, experience their stories, and redraw and
renegotiate those social boundaries.””Disappearing Alice,”s is indeed strangely and utterly
uplifting.
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Like the illustrations As an artist, art therapist, and daughter of a mom with Alzheimers, I was
thrilled, encouraged and comforted by this reserve. Walrath's format and excerpts of caring for
her mother are innovative and sensitively wrought. This book is a funny look at life that isn't too
funny when living . A wonderful publication. Ia moire her courage and humor, but I love various
other graphic medical lit. Like the illustrations, these occasions are open ended however
grounded. Not once did I have the sense that she was unaware of the person beneath the
layers of the condition. Aliceheimer's is Dana Walrath's loving present to her mother who all,
having Alzheimers disease, could "read" the pictures however, not words. She's mastered the art
of replies as caregiver that are direct, brief, honest - however therapeutic. For example, that
most Alzheimers victims have their public faculties intact. books (EPILEPSY; The reserve offered
me a fresh view of Alzheimer's--that it could be noticed as another way of being, identical to
owned by another culture. Many times I was surprised how Walrath could strike on the primary
of an incident, predicated on shared recollections of her mother and also present situation.
The full total function is normally framed as a trip of occasions shared and changed - both
past and present. The journey is certainly difficult, yet cut back repeatedly as occasions in time
feasible to simplify and reassure based on sensitivity, respect. It reminds me that authenticity of
as soon as can be possible in this challenging trip. Dana Walrath is both a clear article writer
and accomplished artist, and both inform the reserve.Dana's portrait of her mother is
sympathetic without having to be maudlin, and it includes important insights. While informative,
Aliceheimer's does not examine like an instructions. Although the book isn't a "how exactly to"
just work at all, as a previous caregiver, I desire this book have been available years back
when I cared for my grandmother. If you become tense around them, they'll become tense too.
Personally i think this publication will be very useful in educating and changing attitudes about
dementia. A new method of viewing dementia this is a pleasant book to greatly help
contemplate surviving in partnership with someone with dementia. It is very positive in offering a
paradigm for living with dementia and understanding how to be really "with" the cherished one
who has dementia. Given these insights, I'd have done it better. I've several loved ones with
dementia and also have proved helpful as volunteer with dementia patients. The illustrations
are lively, humorous and provocative... This book is a funny look at life that's not too funny when
living it. But she do a great job showing the medial side of Alzheimers and getting through it
with grace and as very much dignity as one can. ( I idea she knew my Dad pretty well despite
the fact that she was authoring her Mother.) Wow. MY DEGENERATION) much better. A
stunningly gorgeous read in both word and image. Everyone caring for someone with
Alzheimer's will find wisdom and comfort in these pages. Therefore glad my hubby her Dana
Walrath on VPR and told me about this. but I love other graphic medical lit The art work didn't
help me, though I am certain creating it helped Walrath. Her comments and direct responses
are heartfelt and useful. It reads more like a love story, another opportunity at making a
stronger connection. Just finished this publication today. Five Stars Happy Clever theme to
illustrate a hardcore disease. A fascinating way to check out Alzheimer's disease. Creative,
insightful, poignant!
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